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New York…


A mysterious, disfigured gangster 
injures Alex, a police inspector who 
was on his tail. Hospital-bound, Alex 
strikes up a friendship with Leo, an 
eleven year-old boy who has the ability 
to rise up out of his physical body. 


PITCH


Like a ghost that no one 
can see, he can fly and even 
pass through walls…


Thanks to the child's extraordinary powers,  
Alex can pick up his investigation again. 


The man with the broken face has threatened  
the city with a deadly computer virus. 
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Note of intent


A Cat In Paris was steeped in a film noir ambiance with the distant sound of jazz 
coming across the rooftops of Paris. This latest film moves on from Paris to 
New York and the skyscrapers of the Manhattan skyline. 


Phantom Boy is a fantasy detective movie aimed at young audiences. Detective 
and fantasy stories are rarely combined in animated films. But the combination 
of these two genres offers a wealth of possibilities, both in terms of the 
scenario and the setting.


Added to this unusual, volatile mix 
is a touch of superhero magic. The 
title is a veiled reference to the 
characters' nicknames.  


Leo, the main character, is an 
eleven year old boy. He faces a 
twofold challenge: prevailing 
both on the inside against his 
illness, and on theoutside against 
a dangerous gangster.


Even if computer graphics were a 
key tool, here the animation was carefully crafted using hand-drawn images 
on paper. That way, the drawing work retains all its delicacy and sensitivity. 


The actual drawing strokes by the animators are visible on screen. 
This serves as a reminder that films are not merely 
consumer products, but the fruit of meticulous 
work by a team of artists and technicians.







The French word fantôme has spooky con- 
notations. For all that, there are no 
cemeteries or living dead in this 
story; the character is fully alive. Even 
if it means the same thing, the word  
Phantom is more subtle than Ghost. This 
poetic word was thus retained for the 
French title (rather than "fantôme").















Hospitalised because of an illness, this eleven year 
old boy has the power to rise up out of his body. 
Neither seen nor heard, his phantom double can pass 
through walls and fly above Manhattan with all the 
grace of a gliding bird. 


His parents and his little sister Titi support him with 
his medical ordeal. The bond between brother and 
sister is very strong. 
 


With his passion for detective 
novels, Leo is thrilled to have met a 
real police officer, and is willing to 
do all he can to help him. 


This pugnacious police officer 
inevitably causes many a ruckus.


Having sustained a serious injury to 
his leg at the hands of the Man With 
The Broken Face, Alex is presently 
hospital-bound. For this man of action, 
it is a difficult situation to endure.


The first time they meet, Leo's 
enthusiasm merely annoys 
Alex, who has other things on his 
mind. But little by little, a friendship 


develops between adult and child, both 
confined to the same hospital. Leo helps 
Alex continue with his investigation from his 
wheelchair.


LEO, 
HOW ON EARTH DO 


YOU DO THAT?


I CAN HELP YOU, 
YOU'LL SEE!


LEO
PHANTOM BOY


THE POLICE OFFICER


ALEX
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Always sporting a hat and raincoat, 
this imposing man speaks with dash 
and self-importance, and always 
addresses everyone extremely 
politely, even his little dog. 
A criminal he may be, but at least 
he does it with style!


The Man With The Broken Face has at 
least two illustrious predecessors. The 
Invisible Man in the classic film version 
of 1933, and The Joker, Batman's sworn 
enemy. 


THE BAD GUY


THE MAN with the BROKEN FACE


WE'RE 
NOT GOING TO 


GET SCARED BY JUST 
ANOTHER NUTCASE.


FROM 
NOW ON, NEW 
YORK IS MINE!


She wields her facetious humour on 
Alex, with whom she is secretly in 
love, just as readily as she does with 
dangerous criminals. 
But is it really reasonable to try the 
nerves of a psychopath when staring 
down the barrel of his gun? 


 
Mary has a sharp, mischievous mind, 
but her recklessness often means she 
takes unnecessary risks. 


THE JOURNALIST


MARY
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This quick-tempered man has taken a sudden dislike
to Alex. It has to be said that the trail of destruction 
left by his subordinate brings him no shortage 
of problems. He would dearly like to fire him for 
good and kick his backside right out of the police 
force. 


The Mole is the nickname given to Alex's informer. This  
thief, who harbours a passion for safes, is really not a 
bad sort.


 
To continue with his investigation in the field, Alex brings 
about an encounter between Mary and the Mole. This 
ensuing collaboration between the vivacious journalist 
and the impassive informer will pose a few problems. 


Leo's little sister is very close to her brother, who 
tells her a story each evening before going to sleep. 
She shares Leo's secret with him: even if her older 
brother says that he can become a flying phantom, 
she has no reason not to believe him. 


THE INFORMER


THE MOLE


THE MOANER


the SUPERINTENDENT


LEO'S SISTER


TITI


WOULD 
YOU TELL ME 


A STORY, LEO?


TANGUY, I 
NEVER WANT TO 


HEAR FROM YOU 
AGAIN!


WHAT'S THE 
WORLD COMING TO 


WHEN THIEVES START 
TO STEAL FROM EACH 


OTHER?
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The two accomplices of the Man With 
The Broken Face are known only by their 
nicknames. They are the obligatory 
henchmen that any aspiring criminal 
mastermind requires to do his misdeeds.


This evil, sniggering character is 
the bad guy in Leo's story which he 
tells Titi in the evening.


The diminutive Rufus is a noisy, snappy little dog. 
In A Cat In Paris, he could already be seen on the 
receiving end of a slipper hurled angrily by his 
master. Here he is again, this time in the company of 
the Man With The Broken Face, whose bad temper 
he shares. 


PARTNERS AND ACCOMPLICES


THE BIG GUY and the 
LITTLE NERVOUS GUY


THE MUTT


RUFUS


THE GUEST STAR


THE EXTERMINATOR


YOU'LL 
NEVER CATCH 


ME! HA! HA! HA!


RRAF! 
RRAF!


'YOU WANT US 
TO GET RID OF HIM, 


BOSS?
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Thanks to Édouard Baer's natural 
humour and laid-back attitude, the 
personality of the wheelchair-
bound police officer comes across 
to charming effect. 
With his characteristic aloofness and 
refinement, the performer's understated acting 
gives this cop character a unique 
verve that makes him rather 
endearing.


Jean-Pierre Marielle's deep voice and innate 
authority confer great presence 
upon thisdangerous criminal. The tone of 
his voice gives the character the immenseness 
of an ogre. 
When the Man With The Broken Face intimidates 
someone with the voice of Jean-Pierre 
Marielle, it is a force to be reckoned 
with. 


Features the voice of


JEAN-
PIERRE 
MARIELLE


ÉDOUARD 
BAER
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Thanks to her exactness and energy, Audrey 
Tautou breathes lots of life into the 
interpretation of her character's 
dialogues. 
As a result, Mary's lines sparkle with impishness. 
Her fast and precise speech perfectly portrays 
the journalist who never fails to get 
herself into a fine mess. 
This singular harmony between the actress's 
voice and her animated double gives 
the character considerable depth and 
credibility.


Jackie Berroyer is one of those 
actors whose tone of voice is 
instantly recognisable. 
His unique delivery with its 
hesitations and vulnerability 
immediately brings the character 
to life. 
Even if the Mole is an incorrigible 
thief, the actor makes this 
character immediately likeable.


AUDREY 
TAUTOU


JACKIE 
BERROYER
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Comics have lots in common with the 
detective genre. Both are mainly set in an 
urban setting. The shadows cast by the 
skyscrapers are home to sharp-dressed 
crooks as much as they are to comic book 
supervillains. 


At the end of the day, it always boils down 
to a confrontation between good and evil, with all the subtleties, ambiguities 
and enigmas imaginable. 


Phantom Boy is not strictly speaking a French-style superhero, because it 
is Manhattan he is flying over, not the Champs-Élysées. His design is inspired 
by the characters created by Stan Lee in the 1960s and brought to life by 
countless talented cartoonists. 


Marvel's master stroke was to invent heroes who are fallible and similar to 
ourselves. Even when they have fantastic powers, it is always the character's 
human aspect that is the most interesting.


Influences







Film enthusiasts from around  
the world feel as if they know 
New York like the back of their 
hand. Whether it be King Kong 
swatting planes atop the Empire 
State Building or Robert de 
Niro driving through the city's 
underworld at the wheel of his 
taxi, this city is probably the most 
depicted place in movie-making. 


NEW 
YORK











After Paris reinvented for A Cat In Paris, Phantom Boy offers a 
new graphic vision of New York. The film's settings were drawn 
from photos, then recomposed, sometimes by moving a building or 
by changing a perspective. 







Drawn in wax crayons on paper, the backgrounds were reworked on 
a computer. The pencil and crayon strokes are deliberately visible on 
screen. This offers a much more personal vision of this camera-friendly 
city. 
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CREATORS


Alain Gagnol was born in 1967 in Roanne, France. He studied animation, 
illustration and strip cartoons at the Ecole Émile Cohl in Lyon, before working 
as an animator for French animation studio Folimage. He also writes detective 
stories published by Gallimard, Cherche Midi and Le Passeur.


Jean-Loup Felicioli was born in 1960 in Albertville, France. After studying at 
the schools of fine arts in Annecy, Strasbourg, Perpignan and Valence, he was 
hired by the Folimage animation studio as an animator. 


Starting in 1996, Alain and Jean-Loup began to produceshort films, including 
"Les Tragédies minuscules" (Tiny Tragedies), a 10-episode series for French TV 
channels Canal+ and Arte. 


A Cat in Paris, their first feature-length film, was released in 2010. The film 
would be selected at the Berlin file festival before moving upwards and 
onwards to Hollywood where it would be nominated at the Oscars in 2012. 
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MUSIC 


With his abilities for adaptation and his precise 
knowledge of the constraints inherent in animation, 
composer Serge Besset manages to set the right 
tone for each film. 


In A Cat In Paris, his music had echoes of jazz 
to describe Paris at night.


While giving weight to symphonic music to 
carry the audience, the score for Phantom 
Boy explores another path. 


Here, the story's mysterious and fantastic 
traits are illustrated by children's choirs. 
Their voices accompany the phantom's floating 
movements and reflect his invisible presence 
amidst the bustling New York crowds. 















2003 - RAINING CATS AND 
FROGS


2008 - MIA AND THE 
MIGOO


2010 - A CAT IN PARIS
2013 - AUNT HILDA!
2015 - PHANTOM BOY
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Folimage


A studio like no other


Following a string of feature-length films, Phantom Boy saw the 
light of day at the Folimage studio, in south east France, a land 
of blazing sun and mistral winds. A production unit like no other. 
The Folimage studio benefits from highly original expertise, a 
catalogue of must-see classics, and a history spanning 34 years. 
The studio works relentlessly to fly the flag of what France sees 
as an extension of the seventh art. With its loyal philosophy backed 
by a hundred or so untiring artists and technicians, Folimage 
is a veritable factory full of daring ideas and onomatopoeias, 
narrations and workstations, pastels and grey cells, digital 
platforms and brainstorms. Always walking on the brink of the 
fairytale, but never falling into the ugliness of the Grimm tale, 
Folimage is an old-style workshop, firmly anchored in the present, 
but with an eye fixed on exciting times ahead!


After A Cat In Paris (nominated at the Berlin International Film 
Festival in 2011, and at the Oscars in 2012), Folimage is proud to 
have produced Phantom Boy, the second film from Alain Gagnol 
and Jean-Loup Felicioli.


Jacques-Rémy Girerd
Producer 


LATEST ANIMATED WORKS PRODUCED FOR THE CINEMA







TECHNICAL AND ARTISTIC DESCRIPTION
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DIRECTORS


ALAIN GAGNOL 
JEAN‑LOUP FELICIOLI


SCENARIO


ALAIN GAGNOL
GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART 


DIRECTOR


JEAN‑LOUP FELICIOLI


CHIEF TECHNICIAN


PATRICK TALLARON
DIRECTOR OF IMAGES


IZU TROIN
EDITOR


HERVÉ GUICHARD
SOUND SUPERVISOR


LOÏC BURKHARDT
MIXER


JEAN‑PAUL HURIER


ANIMATORS 
FRENCH TEAM


XAVIER CRUZ / ALAIN GAGNOL 
TOBY JACKMAN / SIERGIEJ GIZILA 


ANTOINE LANCIAUX / 
SYLVIE LÉONARD ELENA POMARES / 


LAURENT REPITON MORTEN RIISBERG 
HANSEN MARC ROBINET


ANIMATORS 
BELGIAN TEAM


PASCAL VERMEERSCH (CHEF ANIM) 
NANCY BENS / CAMIEL HERMANS / 
DAVID BOLS / SARAH MENHEERE / 
PIETER SAMYN / ARJAN WILSCHUT CO-PRODUCTION


FOLIMAGE / LUNANIME / 
FRANCE 3 CINÉMA / RHÔNE‑ALPES CINÉMA


PRODUCER


JACQUES‑RÉMY GIRERD


PRODUCTION STUDIOS


FOLIMAGE 
(LA CARTOUCHERIE) / 


LUNANIME


DEPUTY PRODUCER BELGIUM


ANNEMIE DEGRYSE 
PRODUCTION MANAGER


CATHERINE BLANC‑MAURIZI


MUSIC


SERGE BESSET
CONDUCTOR


STÉPHANE CORTIAL


SET DESIGNERS
ZOÏA TROFIMOVA 


ÉMILIE MERCIER / CHRISTEL GUIBERT
SET GRAPHICS DESIGNER


JEAN BOUTHORS
COLOUR MODELS


MARYSE TUZI
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